
3 top tips for your winter bio-dynamic garden 
 
 
How’s your winter experience so far? Maybe you had a good cover of snow in the eastern 
and elevated areas of Britain, a severe frost, or just a mix of sun and rain. 
 
Whatever the weather, at this time in February, Rudolf Steiner talks about the fact that the 
new formative forces and the information for this coming year’s healthy growth of our food 
plants are streaming into the earth.  
For these forces to take hold, it helps to have the soil open for the freezing air to penetrate 
deeply into the earth.  
 
Tip: If there’s a window of dry weather or even during this frosty period, take a digging fork 
and push it into the soil as deep as possible, push it forward, then pull it out a bit and lift up 
the soil slightly, resting the back of the fork on the soil ,and then pull the fork out twisting it 
somewhat, when retracting it from the soil. 
If you have a heavy soil, you could also hoe it to a depth of 4-5 cm.  
 
In both cases, I suggest, if you have a well finished compost, spread it over your clean 
garden bed before forking the bed over or hoeing it, to incorporate the compost. 
This activity opens up the soil for the cosmic forces at this time to enter deeply into the 
ground. 
 
At this time of year, the sap in perennial plants, particularly in trees is in the root sphere. 
Farmers and foresters of old knew to cut firewood and wood for construction when the 
trees are dormant and void of sap. 
 
We even hear of “Moonwood”, which was cut in January and February with the waning and 
descending moon. It floated on the rivers, which they used for transporting timber. 
Whereas, if you cut the trees, particularly beech wood, with the waxing and ascending 
moon, the wood would sink in the river, being too heavily laden with moisture and minerals.  
 
Tip: The last opportunity to cut your firewood for next year and prune your fruit trees and 
soft fruit this winter is from the 23rd February until the 7th March. 
You could also cut scions for grafting in April in this period. 
Use particularly the light/air (Gemini/Twins & Libra/Scales) and warmth constellations 
(Leo/Lion & Sagitarius/Archer). 
My stored garlic, onions and potatoes have started sprouting strongly the last two weeks. 
Though, as mentioned before, the perennial plants are still dormant, the rapid increase in 
light and dayl ength and the influx of formative forces at this time stimulate the annual 
plants to grow and germinate.  
 
Traditionally gardeners would sow radishes and carrots, onions, parsnips, spinach, peas and 
broadbeans and plant first early potatoes at the end of February outdoors. 
Tip: With temperatures and light increasing rapidly this next week, use this window to get 
your garden beds ready to sow these early, outdoor root (19th & 20th February), leaf (14-
16th February) and fruit crops (26th& 27th February) 



Plant your potatoes on the 18th February with Apogee or 22nd& 23rd with a light/air 
impulse from the Gemini/Twins. 
 
Likewise, make sowings indoors (greenhouse and cold frame) with the same varieties, 
mentioned above, to have a succession of crops to harvest in late spring. 
I would sow my first tomatoes, peppers, aubergines and cucumbers in a heated greenhouse 
or incubator on Friday the 26th February (Leo/Lion) just before full moon, even though the 
moon has just started its descending cycle. These could then be planted eventually into the 
greenhouse and cold frames. 
 
These early outdoor sowings are risky, yet worth it if you want to gain a head start of 2-3 
weeks over later sowings with the next moon cycle. I also suggest you always do 2 or 3 
sowings to make sure you got a backup and for successions in the garden for extended 
harvesting. 
 
Make sure you have your soil activator (BD prep 500) ready for application (a teaspoon 
heaped for your garden), when you sow or transplant.  
Alternatively spray the garden and indoor beds with this at end of February, ready to 
receive the seeds and transplants.  
 
Enjoy this light filled period we are experiencing at this time of year, and be careful, 
February sun has caused many sunburns, as our skin is not used to sun exposure and 
intensity over winter as it can be experienced now. 
 
Remember to join our free Q&A sessions, starting again on  
Thursday 25th February,   7:30 pm GMT (zoom link: https://zoom.us/j/3967983619) 
 
Happy gardening  
 
Hans-Günther 
 

 

I highly recommend this panel discussion on plant and micro-life communication 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RpwW9Lw2Ku4  
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